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Building Peace: The Approach of Sheikh
Abdullah bin Bayyah

byAref Ali Nayed
Director, Kalam Research & Media, Dubai

In the Name of God, Compassionate, Kind. 
Blessings be upon the Prophet Muhammad, his Kin, and his Companions

In these dreadful days, full of tragedy, anguish and fear, every seed of hope must
be cherished, nourished, and celebrated so as to encourage its rapid flourishing into a
majestic tree of hope beneath which humanity can find a place of shade and comfort,

for resting and healing. 
There is an urgent need today for the growing of ecologies of peace, compassion and

blessing through ‘wise theology’, and through the articulation of sincere ‘good words’ like
the one the Compassionate describes in the Qur’an:

Have you not seen how Allah gave an example? A good word is a good tree whose
root is firm and its branches are in heaven,

It gives its fruit every while, by leave of its Lord. Allah gives examples to people that
they may remember. (The Holy Qur’an, 14:24 –25). 

Such, Qur’anically demanded, ‘good words’ must be:

1. Firmly rooted;
2. Open-ended;
3. Fruitful;
4. Ever-invoking divine guidance and permission.1

Allama Sheikh Abdullah bin Bayyah, one of Islam’s foremost living Sunni scholar, des-
pite his advanced age and health concerns, has been travelling the world speaking and
living such Qur’anically inspired ‘good words’. 

Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s words are indeed ‘firmly rooted’ in a vast heritage of Qur’an,
Hadith, and deep scholarly traditional learning. They are ‘open-ended’ through a vigo-
rously ‘intentional’ (maqasidi) thrust that keeps in firm view ultimate divinely normative
aims—while bringing the entire vast methodological apparatus of juridical principles
(usul) to bear on carefully studied and specific situations. His teachings and mediation
efforts have been abundantly fruitful and have successfully defused alarming situations.
Sheikh’s Bin Bayyah’s sincere, humble, spiritual, and prayerful approach has been ‘ever-
invoking of divine guidance and permission’.

Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s formidable Mauritanian Islamic learning, combining in the manner
standardized by Sidi Ibn ‘Ashir, of proper doctrine, solid jurisprudence, and deep spiri-



tuality, in addition to his political and communal experience, come together in all his
enlightening and healing discourses. Through such discourses and associated works, he has
been able to help Muslim communities in settings as diverse as North America, Europe,
Pakistan, and most recently, Somalia.

In the middle of 2009, and motivated by anguish at the senseless violence that has
tarnished Somalia for over twenty years, Sheikh Bin Bayyah, together with Dr Abdullah
Omar Naseef, issued a compassionate, but vigorous plea for sense and peace.2 By the end of
the first quarter of 2010, that plea became the nexus of an emerging Somali consensus that
promises to be the most important catalyst for bringing about Somali peace and unity in
the near future, God willing. 

Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s plea resulted in the ‘Bringing Peace to Somalia’ Conference in
Dubai (13th–14th March, 2010), in which the President of Somalia, His Excellency Sheikh
Sharif Sheikh Ahmed, clearly made religious and national commitments aimed at addres-
sing the claims and demands of the Shabaab rebel leaders, and at the end of which the main
features of the 2009 plea, together with concrete recommendations, were endorsed by an
important gathering of distinguished Muslim scholars and leaders. The Arabic original of
that document, and its English press release, are included in the Documents section of this
present monograph.

A few days after the Dubai meeting, peace agreements were signed between the Somali
government and the rival Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jama‘a group. The agreement entailed
giving the group ministerial and governmental participation, and the amalgamation of its
fighters into the official Somali army. It is hoped that the good words of Sheikh Bin Bayyah
and his scholarly colleagues will result in more fruits in the days to come. Sheikh Bin
Bayyah is making similar efforts to address the strife in Pakistan and other parts of the
Muslim world. It is hoped that achieving success in Somalia will lead to progress in other
conflict zones. 

The building of peace, and ‘compassion architectures’ is very difficult, but is desperately
needed, and it is important to learn from efforts being made for the sake of peace.3 The
features of the peace-building approach of Sheikh Bin Bayyah are worthy of attention and
close study.4

A Scholarly Responsibility to Live Compassionately
Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s approach ultimately springs from a deep sense of scholarly res-
ponsibility. He takes seriously the traditional Muslim teaching that sees scholars as the true
‘heirs of the Prophet’ (peace be upon him). Being an heir of the Prophet Muhammad (peace
be upon him) entails a lot more than just abstractly conveying his teachings. The Prophet
(peace be upon him) is essentially a ‘gifted compassion’ (rahmatun muhdat), and being his
‘heir’ entails living, growing, and safeguarding compassion in the Muslim community
(ummah) and in the world at large. 

The inheritance of Prophetic compassion must translate into the preaching, teaching,
and living of compassion. Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s entire conduct is shaped by this traditional
approach to scholarly vocation. His firm stance for compassionate peace, and against
cruelty and extremist violence is firmly rooted in his sense of duty towards God, the
Compassionate, and His Prophet (peace be upon him)—the ‘gifted compassion’.

The Centrality of Love in Islam
The living, in compassion, with God’s creation, entails living the ‘togetherness-in-love’ the
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Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) teaches. During the ‘Love in the Holy Qur’an’
conference in Amman, Jordan (September 2007), Sheikh Bin Bayyah put forth the truth
‘Islam, the Religion of Peace’.5 He pointed out that, in the Qur’an, compassion, kindness
and love go hand-in-hand, and that truly living Islam involves three loving movements:
vertically in both directions (God loves us, and we love him), and horizontally (we love
each other). Sheikh Bin Bayyah explained that living in joyous, and practicing, gratitude
for divine love is the mark of a proper Muslim life.

Sheikh Bin Bayyah is involved in many projects and endeavors to positively spread the
three kinds of ‘loving movements’ he elaborated in that conference. He is a leading sig-
natory and supporter of the ‘A Common Word’ initiative.6 It is significant that it is at the
end of the ‘Love in the Holy Qur’an’ conference that many senior Muslim scholars, in-
cluding Sheikh Bin Bayyah, signed ‘A Common Word’. He is also an important member of
the board of the Tabah Foundation-run ‘Al-Mahabba Awards’, that encourages cultural
and artistic Muslim initiatives, spreading a message of love and compassion in the world.

The Mutilation of Crucial Notions
In the ‘Love in the Holy Qur’an’ conference, Sheikh Bin Bayyah not only explained the
foundation of his entire approach, but also how the foundational importance of love and
compassion in Islam entails an urgent responsibility to safeguard Islam’s compassionate
and loving essence—in the face of corruptions that wrongly invoke the religion’s name to
spread cruelty and extremist violence. He showed that such corruptions involve the
mutilation, beyond recognition, of fundamental notions such as Jihad (striving), al-wala
wa al-bara (loyalty and enmity), al-hukum bi ma anzal Allah (ruling according to Allah’s
reveled law), takfir (tagging with apostasy), and the utter negligence and lack of recogni-
tion of the sanctity of human life.

Most of the discourses of Sheikh Bin Bayyah, addressing current issues, involve the
emphatic insistence on upholding the sanctity of human life, the scholarly explanation of
how fundamental Islamic notions are to be properly understood, and the warning against
common extremist corruptions of such notions. In the original plea for Somalia and in the
Dubai Declaration, Sheikh Bin Bayyah follows exactly that strategy. He begins by pointing
out how sanctified human life is, and then exposes the wrong understanding and abuse of
the notions of ‘ruling according to God’s revealed law’, and ‘loyalty and enmity’. He also
appeals to the remembrance of the centrality of compassion, love, and cooperation in
Islam. 

Stressing the Sanctity of Human Life in Islam
Sheikh Bin Bayyah, on nearly every occasion, emphatically stresses the fact that God sanc-
tified human life, and declared it protected against all violations. This fundamental tea-
ching of Islam is, tragically, being deliberately ignored by extremists today, and it must be
stressed again-and-again. In December of 2007, when four French tourists were murdered
in Mauritania, Sheikh Bin Bayyah issued a statement, stressing the Islamic teachings on
upholding the sanctity of human life. That statement echoed another statement that had
been signed by over forty senior Muslim scholars, in August of 2007, in which they upheld
the sanctity of human life against the tragic atrocities in Iraq, including sectarian murders.
Most recently, it is with the insistence on the sanctity of human life that the Somalia ori-
ginal plea and the Dubai Somalia Declaration begin. 

Sheikh Bin Bayyah points out that behind much of the disregard that extremists have for
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the sanctity is caused by them holding a set of mutilated notions fostered by a combination
of ignorance, misunderstanding, and egocentric and ideological ill-will. These notions are
disfigured forms of some traditional notions in the history of Islam and its scholarship.
Much of Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s project consists in extricating and rehabilitating the proper
traditional understanding of such notions, and exposing and dismissing misunderstand-
ings of them. 

Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s dismisses the false notion of Shari‘a as a mere set of static rules, and
rehabilitates the original notion of Shari‘a as a living way of life that always involves living
juridical engagement (fatwa) that has three complimentary aspects: (1) the texts and the
tradition themselves (nusus), (2) normative divine intentionalities and aims (maqasid), 
and (3) detailed consideration of the current circumstances of the time in which we live
(zaman). 

He further dismisses the false notion of a jihad (striving) that reduces it to warfare or
violence. He insists on the original notion of jihad that is much broader and encompasses
moral, social, legal, political, economic and, most importantly, spiritual or inner striving to
live according to God’s will and plan for humanity. Sheikh Bin Bayyah further points out
the many strict conditions surrounding the declaration of even military jihad and the rules
of its conduct, conditions and rules that are often simply ignored. 

In Somalia, as often happens nowadays in other parts of the Muslim world, warring
factions resort to tagging others with infidelity (takfir) so as to make them objects of their
aggression with impunity. Sheikh Bin Bayyah explains that the proper notion of takfir
never involved the wholesale tagging and labeling of groups, but was a juridical judgement
by a qualified and authorized judge of a particular person in particular circumstances. Even
in such cases, takfir was always considered dangerous and was traditionally avoided.

Sheikh Bin Bayyah notes the tendency of extremists to use a misunderstanding of the
notion of ‘al-wala wa al-bara’ (loyalty and enmity) whereby they dismiss anyone who asso-
ciates in any way with non-Muslims as being disloyal to Islam and an enemy of it.
Combined with the tagging of opponents as infidels, this tactic enables them to destroy
their opponents with cruel impunity. 

The Sheikh point out that loyalty to the faith of Islam is at the level of creedal belief and is
not to be broadened to all human dealings. In Somalia, he points out, extremists have used
a false notion of ‘loyalty and enmity’, that has been abused in order to dismiss the country’s
legitimate government on the pretext that it has relations with non-Muslim powers or with
the Pan-African peace-keeping force that is stationed in the country. 

Sheikh Bin Bayyah, using authors that extremists themselves consider authoritative,
most importantly Ibn Taymmiyya, shows that the very foundational notions on which
their judgments and actions are often based on severely mutilated and false versions of
authentic traditional notions. 

In addition to the retrieval of the proper and authentic understandings of crucial
notions, Sheikh Bin Bayyah puts forth a comprehensive strategy for overcoming extremism
and for safeguarding the original teachings of Islam: peace, compassion, and blessings.
That strategy is multifaceted and includes:

1. The institutionalizing of the making of juridical judgments (fatwa), in order to safe-
guard this vital process from being hijacked by any manipulative individuals; 

2. Properly defining crucial notions such as jihad and making sure that it is distinguished
clearly from terrorism; 
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3. Fostering a culture of compassion and peace, and rehabilitating authentic Islamic tea-
chings in that regard;

4. Helping families, schools, and the media understand and spread Islam’s teachings of
peace and compassion;

5. Working towards international conventions, covenants, and agreements that encou-
rage mutual understanding, and prevent aggression and unfair dealings; 

6. Encouraging the respect of diversity and pluralism, and the developing of inter-civi-
lizational, inter-cultural, and inter-faith dialogues;

7. Addressing valid grievances, such as the Palestinian ordeal;
8. Addressing problems of disease, illiteracy, and poverty;
9. Building communications and information-exchange international infrastructures

that can effectively help nations defend themselves against extremism. 

In conclusion, Sheikh Bin Bayyah’s strenuous efforts towards building peace are worthy
of study, and further development. The fact that such efforts are beginning to show con-
crete results in troubled parts of the world, like Somalia, is a clear sign of hope. May God
grace Somalia and our troubled world with peace. ;

And God knows best!
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the somalia declaration
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[UAE, 14th March 2010] International, renowned, and mainstream Muslim scholars from
across the world issued a comprehensive religious declaration categorically condemning
terrorism in Somalia and calling for peace and reconciliation in that war torn country. This
is the first time that authoritative and globally renowned Islamic scholars have collectively
addressed the issue of Somalia.

The conference convened by the Global Centre of Renewal and Guidance (GCRG)
under the auspices of the Islamic scholar Sheikh Abdallah bin Bayyah and was attended 
by Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed the President of Somalia, the United Nations Special
Representative to Somalia Ahmadou Ould Abdullah and Abdullah Allim, Vice-Secretary
General of Organisation of Islamic Conferences (OIC).

Prominent international Islamic scholars and figures in attendance included Amr Khaled
(the foremost anti-extremist tele-preacher in the Arab world), Sheikh Habib Ali Al Jifri and
Dr Abdullah Omar Naseef. Also attending were leading scholars from Somalia, Sudan,
Nigeria, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Mauritania, Yemen, Libya and UAE.

The religious declaration is significant because:

• The scholars represented at the conference have global Islamic influence representing
major Muslim organisations and movements with millions of followers across the
world; 

• This is the first global religious declaration on the issue of Somalia;
• It directly challenges and undermines the religious justification for violence that is used

by extremists in Somalia (and globally);
• The declaration emphatically condemns all forms of terrorism including the horrific

inter-Muslim violence in Somalia. It makes unequivocally clear that terrorists are des-
tined for hellfire;

• It makes clear that obeying legitimate state authority is an Islamic obligation. This prin-
ciple applies in Somalia where the current Somali TFG government is based on the con-
sensus of the Somali people and recognised by the international community; 

• It is a religious obligation to recognise the legitimate authority of the government. Any
legitimate dissent must be through dialogue and discussion. Islam categorically con-
demns dissent through any form of violence, murder and subversion;

• The current violence in Somalia is against the Somali people and its government and
cannot be considered to be a jihad. 

press release

Anti-Terrorism Declaration for Somalia 
by Leading Global Islamic Scholars
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A spokesperson for the conference said: “This declaration is groundbreaking and is a
highly significant move towards eradicating the religious justifications by Islamist extre-
mists to not only destroy Somalia but to murder civilians across the world. Extremist
clerics have supported killing of civilians without impunity. We have seen the result of this
extremist religious discourse in the havoc and destruction in Somalia. We are confident that
today’s religious declaration by leading mainstream global Islamic scholars and figures will
emphatically challenge and undermine the religious justification used to murder civilians
and which has brought instability to countries such as Somalia.”
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